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the gIrls Inc. VIsIon

At Girls Inc. we have a vision of a world 
where every girl values her whole self and 
her inherent strengths, has opportunities 

to develop her potential, overcomes obstacles, and leads a 
healthy, educated, and successful life.

These girls then grow up to become accomplished women, role 
models, and leaders: creating positive change and breaking the 
cycle of limitations for their families, communities, institutions, 
and all of us. This is what Girls Inc. does for girls.

Our mission is to inspire all girls to be strong, smart, and bold. 
We believe deeply in the fundamental rights and abilities of girls 
and enact these values in our direct service work and public 
policy efforts.

Our Girls Inc. after school and summer hands-on programs and 
horizon-expanding experiences, delivered by professionals in a 
supportive, all-girl setting, equip girls to set objectives, take on 
new challenges, and achieve their goals. Girls discover interests 
and abilities they never knew possible, excel academically in 
school, and model healthy decision making with peers. From 
rock climbing to robotics, if they falter, girls build self-reliance 
as they are encouraged to persevere. 

Quality mentoring relationships and peers provide supportive 
positive reinforcement in the face of personal pressures. Girls 
take on STEM as areas that are “for girls,” while learning that 
women are capable of being successful in higher paying fields. 
Girls build practical money management skills and confidence, 
have opportunities for fun physical activity, and learn strategies 
around positive body image and nutrition.

The lasting difference we make for and with girls sets us apart. 
There is no other organization that does what we do for  
girls with the same level of intensity, consistency, and  
accountability. 

Imagine a world in which many more girls grow up Strong, 
Smart, and Bold. With your support, Girls Inc. can and will 
increase the number of girls who have the opportunities they 
need and deserve to develop their special strengths, break 
through barriers, achieve their full potential, and prepare for 
productive, independent, and fulfilling futures.

 
Monica Spear 

Executive Director

letters from our  
executive director and board president

Thanks to the continued support of  
our donors and the focused work of our 
Board and Staff, 2013 marked a successful 
year of stabilization and revitalization for 
Girls Inc. of Greater Santa Barbara.  

The organization is strong, well-positioned, and eager to  
provide our focused, transformational programs to more girls  
in our community.

Currently, in our nation, women are half of all U.S. workers and 
mothers are the primary breadwinner or co-breadwinner for 
nearly two-thirds of American families.  Daily we need to ask 
ourselves, “Are our girls ready? Have we provided them with 
the foundation necessary to meet the demands of the world 
they face?”

Through the programs offered after-school and during 
the summer at our Girls Inc. centers, we are committed to 
providing the girls in our community with the skills necessary 
to navigate in today’s ever-changing environment.  Skills such 
as the ability to withstand peer pressure, to develop healthy 
habits, to develop positive views of themselves, and gain the 
self-confidence required to maximize their strengths and realize 
their potential. Building self-esteem and confidence in girls is 
essential for their lifelong success.  Girls need to understand 
that they have a right to be a participant in the decisions that 
impact them and that through that participation they can break 
the cycle of discrimination, poverty, and violence that still 
challenges women.

As we move into 2014, we ask for your continued support in our 
effort to increase the number of girls we serve and to expand the 
methods through which we reach them. Our focus will continue 
to be on accountability and measurement of the impact we have 
through our programs.  While we have specific targets we are 
working to achieve, the most important measure of our success 
is the number of girls who have the opportunity to experience 
the Girls Inc. environment and take those lessons into the 
future to lead productive, healthy, and empowered lives that will 
benefit not only them and their families but also the community 
in which they live.

Thank you for your support and your commitment to the girls  
of our community. 

Christi R. Sulzbach
2014 Board President
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we put our mission into practice through 
the girls Inc. experience that equips girls 
to navigate gender, economic and social 
barriers and grow into healthy, educated 
and independent adults.

there are six essential elements of the 
girls Inc. experience:

1.   a pro-girl and girls-only environment 
that is physically, socially and 
emotionally safe and confirms that 
girls can succeed and deserve to be 
taken seriously for the persons they are 
now and the women they will become

2.   trusting, mentoring relationships with 
adult staff and volunteers trained in an 
approach that is grounded in a belief in 
girls' rights and abilities

3.   holistic, compensatory, and  
intentional programming focused on 
girls' needs and that provides exposure 
to a wide variety of experiences and 
options that girls might not have 
experienced otherwise

4.   relevant, field-tested, and  
research-based curricula that 
confront the serious needs of girls 
while building the knowledge, skills, 
and attitudes to enable girls to be 
competent, confident individuals and 
adult women

5.   girl-centered, motivating, deliberate, 
and interactive activities that develop 
and promote girls' strengths

6.   Sustained exposure to programming 
and connection with a girl over time to 
increase positive outcomes and reduce 
the potential for negative outcomes

to inspire all girls to be strong, smart, and bold 
through educational programs, activities and 
advocacy. Girls inc. strives to meet the special 
needs of girls and young women, to develop their 
self-esteem and capacity to be self-sufficient, 
responsible members of the community, and to 
serve as advocates for all girls.  

mission



Administrative Offices 
531 E. Ortega Street 
P.O. Box 236 
Santa Barbara, CA  93102 
805-963-4757

Santa Barbara Center 
531 E. Ortega Street 
Santa Barbara, CA  93103   
805-963-4017

Goleta Valley Center 
4973 Hollister Avenue 
Santa Barbara, CA 93111
805-967-0319

Girls Inc. Gymnastics 
531 E. Ortega Street 
Santa Barbara, CA 93103 
805-963-4492

Monica Spear, Executive Director
Charles Caldwell, Director of Advancement
Melissa Dase, Administrative & PR Coordinator 
Shannon Kelly, Associate Director of Development 
Andrea Kerrutt, Accounting Associate
Shereen Khatapoush, Director of Programs 
Diana Morin, Director of Finance & Administration
Al Roberta, Director of Operations

Shane Meserve, Center Director
Annabel Padilla, Assistant Center Director

Kristina Webster, Center Director
Danielle Casale, Assistant Center Director

Nicole Khalilifar, Gymnastics Administrator
Lori Okamoto, Gymnastics Assistant
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Molly Dolle 
Stina Hans 
Katie Hay 
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* Current at the time of this printing, March 2014
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Diana De Los Santos
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Donna Barranco Fisher 
Brenda Flores
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Mary Hampson
Geoff Hassler
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Blanca Hernandez
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Rita Hortenstine
Kathryn James
Emma Karlsson
Renie Kelly
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Carol Olson
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Connie Pearcy
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Lisa Plowman
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Karen Prechtel
Esmerelda Reyes
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Demetra Rishwain
Elsa Robertson
Kelly Robertson
Adrian Rodriquez
Jenna Rogers

Kaye Rossi
Michele Sandlin
Cathy Sargent
Leslie Cane Schneiderman
Suzi Schomer
Marilyn Schuermann
Rhonda Sheakley
Joie Shephard
Priyanka Shindgikar
Debbie Snyder
Lee Southerland
Marsha St. Clair
Sandy Stahl
Terry Stanford-Jacobson
Teri Suding
Diane Sullivan
Melody Taft
Ella Thames
Jourdan Thayer

Mary Ellen Tiffany
Anne Towbes
Emma Tracy
Rachel Tracy
Melanie Trent
Leah Urzua
Yolanda Van Wingderden
Linda Vannier
Madison Ward
Catherine Wastweet
Stephanie Wilson
Karina Woolley
Nancy Yang
Monica Yorba
Ann Zafiratos
Gaia Zellet

www.girlsincsb.org

The photographs marked with ❤ have been graciously provided 
by Kimberley Green of Petal’s Edge Photography and KimbaKata 

Productions 503/752.1851, Petals_edge@yahoo.com



75% of the girls in our core programs  
belong to racial/ethnic minority groups.  

  43% are Hispanic/Latina

  26%  are Multiracial/ 

Multiple Heritage

    5%  are Asian American/ 

Pacific Islander 

    1% are African American

  25% are White/Anglo

aGes after school education  
& enrichment proGrams

Averaged 303 girls enrolled each day.

56%  of these girls come from families 

earning $50,000 annually or less

39%  of these girls come from 

single-parent homes

76%

3%

21%

racial/ethnic makeup

43%

We believe that every girl, no matter her family’s 

financial situation, should have the opportunity to 

succeed. Thankfully, every year, our generous donors 

provide scholarship funding so hundreds of girls may 

benefit from having the life-changing experience 

Girls Inc. provides. Through this support, our after 

school and summer curricula are offered to girls on 

a sliding scale. In 2013, our funders helped provide 

financial assistance to 278 girls so they could attend 

our award-winning programs – totaling more than 

$395,000 in scholarship aid for girls in need.

scholarship proGram

We served 1,046 in our 
core after school & summer 
programs. Of those: 

 76% are ages 5 to 8

 21% are ages 9 to 11

   3% are ages 12 to 18

26%

5%
1%

25%

In 2013, girls Inc. of greater santa barbara is proud to have served 1,213 non-duplicated girls 
throughout the year in all of our programs. we anticipate increasing that number in 2014.

who does gIrls Incorporated  
of greater santa barbara serVe?
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BOLD

SM
ART

STRONGstronG

smart

bold

❤
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BOLD

lookinG forward a new strategic Growth plan

Facing challenges like the financial crisis of the past several 
years, nonprofit organizations must be willing to consistently 
re-imagine and restructure themselves so they can 
continue to have a relevant impact.  Thanks to our generous 
supporters, the leadership of our Board of Directors, and 
our dedicated staff, Girls Inc. of Greater Santa Barbara 
(GIGSB) has made significant progress in responding to these 
challenges over the last few years by building greater financial 
strength and beginning to strategically invest in our capacity 
as an organization to grow.  At the beginning of 2014, 
GIGSB’s future looks brighter than ever.  

2013 ended a year highlighted by several milestones – we 
reached our highest daily attendance in our after school  
program; our gymnastics program achieved unprecedented 
success; and our organization completed a new omprehensive 
strategic growth plan. As part of the strategic growth 
planning process, our staff and board developed a new 
enrollment plan, using market research to enable us to more 
strategically reach specific demographic groups. 

At the same time, a two-year program plan has been devel-
oped to improve the impact of our programs, retain girls 
longer, improve access, and better measure the impact GIGSB 
is having on girls' lives. In addition we have more fully  
developed our marketing and fundraising strategies to focus 
on stewardship, major gifts, foundation outreach, corporate 
partnerships, advertising growth, and social media.

the cornerstone of this plan is 
gIgsb’s commitment to grow the 
number of girls we serve with impact 
by 30% (280 girls) by the end of 2015.
In order to achieve this growth, the plan focuses on 
strengthening our current infrastructure, and developing 
our future capacity to serve the girls and families that most 
benefit from our services. Through aligning our management, 
fundraising, and programming activities with clearly 
articulated long-term goals and outcomes, GIGSB will be 
able to reach new heights: in proven programming focused 
on key indicators of child development; more effectiveness in 
reaching measurable outcomes; increased ability to partner 
with other organizations to strengthen our community's 
overall ability to address issues affecting girls; improved 
efficiency in the use of our resources; a more educated and 
balanced board; a better trained staff; and more success in 
reaching new audiences in need of our services. 

This plan represents a proactive approach to strengthen our 
organizational foundation so GIGSB can respond more fully 
to the needs of girls and their families, collaborate with other 
organizations to successfully reach common goals, and thrive 
in times of dynamic change. 

STRONGstronG

❤

girls Inc. inspires girls to be...

healthy in mind and body,

motivated, curious,
self-confident, assertive, capable, grounded in herself, open-minded,

not afraid to take risks,
compassionate, disciplined,

a leader,
educated,culturally & Globally aware,

resilient,
self-reliant,

hopeful about the future,
goal-oriented,

filled with positive self-esteem, financially savvy, a person of integrity,

able to work well with others, unafraid to speak her m
ind, articulate, an advocate for herself and other girls,

focused, ready for the bigger world, aware that she can make a difference, and happy!



       callIng all alumnae 

We would love to hear from you! Please join us in our efforts to invite all Girls Inc. 
alumnae to get to know us again. Please connect with us through our  
“Girls Inc. of  Greater Santa Barbara Alumnae Group” on Facebook  
or contact Shannon Kelly at skelly@girlsincsb.org or (805) 963-4757 x 19. 

An Alumna  Story

girls Inc. definitely  
helped shape me 
into the person that  
I am today.

mom and ariel at college graduation, 2012



An Alumna  Story

being at girls Inc. 
gave ari  
a safe and  
supportive place  
to learn and grow. 

Girls Inc. definitely helped shape me into the person that I am  
today. I fondly remember getting on the bus after school to go to  
Girls Inc. — it was a place where I had lots of very different friends, 
the opportunity to participate in such a wide range of activities, and 
be around many positive role models. The memories are so fresh in 
my mind: finding the courage to be in a play that was far outside 
of my comfort zone, learning to play basketball, a great hands-on 
lesson on how water and oil don't mix and using that to make very 
cool artwork, working together to make the best slip-and-slide for a 
hot summer day, looking up to the girls in leadership lab and hoping 
I could be one of them one day. Getting to participate in a such a 
wide variety of experiences taught me to always push myself and 
see what was out there. Encouraging that strong curiosity that lies 
within me to participate in lots of activities and learn that there are 
many different things that I can excel at made me feel how strong, 
smart, and bold I am. With this and the constant support of my 
mom, I have become the empowered and independent thinker that 
pushed me to live in London and continue to foster this sense of 
curiosity and courage every day.

Arielle Lafuente 
Girls Inc. of Greater Santa Barbara Alumna 

2012 graduate of the Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania

A Mom's Story
When I was 23 years old, my husband died and I moved home from 
Spain, where my husband was from, with our five-year-old daughter 
Arielle to start over again. Until I could get back on my feet, we 
lived primarily on Social Security survivors’ benefits – only a few 
hundred dollars a month – and my income from a part-time job. I 
knew I needed to go back to school while I worked and find a good 
place for Ari to be after school until I could pick her up. Thankfully, 
I found Girls Inc. Because I couldn’t afford the full fees, Girls Inc. 
gave us a scholarship so she could attend every day. The instructors 
and staff at Girls Inc. were wonderful! Ari had to become proficient 
in English, get used to being in a different country, and make new 
friends. Being at Girls Inc. gave Ari a safe and supportive place to 
learn and grow.  She went on to thrive in school and was at the top 
of her class. Today, my ambitious, intelligent, and accomplished 
daughter works for American Express in London. I am so proud of her.

Nina Lafuente 
Ari's Mom

arielle & friends  
at girls Inc., 1998

gIrls Incorporated  
of greater santa barbara

arielle feeling on top  
of the world, 2012
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Girls Incorporated of Greater Santa Barbara inspires all girls to be strong, smart, and bold through our structured educational 
enrichment programs. All programs are developed for and specifically focus on the needs of girls. Girls participate in Girls Inc. 
programs at our two licensed childcare facilities located in Santa Barbara and Goleta as well as our various Outreach and Teen 
programs. Girls Inc.’s programs inspire girls to take risks, overcome obstacles, and master physical, intellectual, and emotional 
challenges to prepare them for healthy, successful, and independent lives.

In 2013, an average of 303 girls were enrolled daily at our two centers and participated in classes that fall into our six program 
categories. Each girl, with the help of her parents and staff, chooses from a variety of classes representing these categories.  
All of our classes are designed to focus on specific attitudes, skills, knowledge, and experiences that girls need in order to  
thrive. As girls continue at Girls Inc., these classes provide the life-changing experiences and learning they require to reach  
their full potential. 

after school program
At the core of Girls Inc.’s programs lies our after school education and enrichment curricula. Each day, girls are transported 
to the centers in our vans from more than 30 local schools. Both of our centers are licensed childcare facilities that provide 
experiential learning opportunities designed specifically to meet girls’ needs. Structured classes and programs are guided 
by Girls Inc.’s National Resource Center, which researches, examines, and evaluates the needs of girls on a regular basis so 
programs are as effective, engaging, and relevant as possible. Programs are research-based, developmentally appropriate, and 
are implemented by trained professionals with a 14:1 girl to staff ratio. 

our proGrams

proGram cateGories

self-relIance and lIfe skIlls
Inspires girls to conquer life’s basic challenges in areas  
both traditional and non-traditional for women, and  
prepares them to function independently and 
interdependently, today and in the future.

leadershIp and communIty actIon
Inspires girls to exercise personal and collective power 
effectively and responsibly and to analyze and contribute  
to positive change in the community, nation and world.

sports and adVenture
Inspires girls to compete and cooperate with  
confidence, take physical risks, and master a  
range of physical skills.

careers and lIfe plannIng 
Inspires girls to pursue careers that will provide economic 
autonomy and to plan for a future which may include both  
a rewarding career and a family.

health and sexualIty
Inspires girls to take charge of developing and maintaining  
fit, healthy bodies and minds, and to function comfortably  
as responsible sexual beings.

culture and herItage
Inspires girls to appreciate their own and others’ heritage, 
enjoy diverse forms of creative expression, and recognize  
the important historical and cultural contributions of women.

❤
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Here is a snapshot of what a typical Girls Inc. girl would 
experience in her time at Girls Inc.:

as a kindergartner
In our Kinderfun program, girls gain valuable skills in 
friendship-building and teamwork as well as learn ways to be 
safe in their community and world, while developing their 
sense of inquisitiveness through science exploration and 
creative self-expression.

as a girl aged 6–8
Girls participate in programs such as Sporting Chance®, where 
they learn to appreciate an active lifestyle as they develop 
movement and athletic skills, cooperative and competitive 
spirit, health awareness, and interest in sports and adventure; 
and Culture and Heritage®, which inspires girls to appreciate 
their own and others’ heritage, enjoy diverse forms of creative 
expression, and recognize the important historical and cultural 
contributions of women.

as a girl aged 9–12
Girls participate in programs such as Operation SMART®, 
where they develop enthusiasm and skills in STEM fields 
through hands-on activities and experiences; and Media 
Literacy®, where girls increase their awareness of the scope and 
power of the media and the effects of media messages on girls 
and women.

homework help
Every day, after their classes end, girls finish their day at  
Girls Inc. by working on their school homework. Our 
instructors and volunteers help girls with their homework 
assignments to help ensure they stay current with their 
academic requirements and get the support they need to 
succeed in school.

gymnastics
In 2013 our gymnastics program continued gaining 
momentum. Over 300 children ages 2 to 18 years old 
participated in our community and after school gymnastics 
program. We offered over 15 different types of classes, 
including classes for girls and boys with special needs. 
Our competitive team participated in USAG-sanctioned 
competitions in Camarillo, Santa Clarita, Burbank, and L.A., 
concluding the season at the state meet in Long Beach, CA. 
Among many highlights this season, we had several girls with 
first-place finishes!

Strength, coordination, flexibility, and confidence are just a few 
of the many benefits girls gain from participating in the sport 
of gymnastics, and Girls Inc. of Greater Santa Barbara offers 
a variety of gymnastics classes for all ages and skill levels to 
support every girl achieving her personal best.   

summer adventure camp
At both our Santa Barbara and Goleta Valley Centers, Girls Inc. 
offers a Summer Adventure Camp for girls, a ten-week program 
filled with exciting activities Monday to Friday, from 7:30am to 
6:00pm. Girls may enroll to attend for just one week, or for the 
entire ten week, summer-long program. The Girls Inc. of GSB 
Summer Adventure Camp offers educational programming 
opportunities where girls, in age appropriate groups, actively 
participate in meaningful and fun activities, while taking full 
advantage of our specially designed Girls Inc. spaces including 
the library, art room, kitchen, computer lab, garden, dance 
studio, science lab, outdoor field, theater, and much more. 
Additionally, girls engage in team-building experiences; go on 
several specially planned field-trips, make new friends, and 
participate in many challenging and exciting new adventures.  

❤ ❤
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2013 Operating Expenses 

 
 

total operating expenses  $2,219,154*

2013 Operating Income

total operating income  $2,453,552*   

government grants 
$37,000    1.5%

library endowment
$28,000   1.1%

special events 
$283,533    11.6%

Individual contributions 
$199,000   8.10%

dues & licensing  $15,574  0.7%
other  $40,860   1.8%

supplies  $51,261    2.3%
equipment & transportation 

$52,031   2.3%

Interest, credit card  
& bank fees 

$129,200    5.8%

rent, royalty & other 
$78,543    3.2%

corporate &  
foundation grants 

$408,095   16.6%

printing, postage, pr  $48,324   2.2%
Insurance  $49,430   2.2%

occupancy &  
telecommunications 

$126,205   5.7%

total operating expenses*          $2,219,154 
2013 debt repayment & capital requirements  $   107,428 
additional funds committed to capital & website projects $     54,000

total operating, debt and capital requirements        $2,380,582

 
2013 expenses by functional area

program     82.7% 
administration        8.4% 
fundraising            8.9%
 

legacies & bequests
$52,384    2.1%

united way  $8,500    0.3%

2013 financial information

program  
service fees 
$1,358,497      
55.4%

personnel costs  
& professional fees 
$1,706,268    76.9%



Girls Inc. conducts Parent Surveys each 
year to help ensure our programs have 
the intended impact.

parent survey highlights:

98%     of parents report that  

Girls Inc. has had a  

positive impact on their 

daughters’ lives

99%    of parents rate the quality  

of Girls Inc. center staff  

as excellent or good

98%   of parents feel their daughter is 

safe at Girls Inc.
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Girls inc. 
Girls' bill of riGhts

Girls have the right to
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Girls Inc. of Greater Santa Barbara programs are evaluated by our Director of 
Program Operations, Development, and Evaluation to measure our effectiveness 
in achieving targeted outcomes in our program classes. Each class at Girls Inc. is 
designed to help girls grow in skills, knowledge, and/or attitudes specific to the 
class being offered. To measure whether our programs are effective, each class has 
three to five targeted outcomes reflecting changes girls are expected to achieve 
through participation in our program. In order to assess these changes, girls 
complete a pre-test at the beginning of each class and a post-test at the end  
of each class. 

The following are examples of post-test outcomes for girls who completed two 
typical Girls Inc. classes.

In one of our action for safety classes:

  •  85% of girls learned how to assess and respond to unsafe situations

  •   100% of girls showed an increase in feelings of personal safety, self-

confidence, and self-respect

  •  100% of girls grew in their skills in a variety of self-defense techniques

In one of our STEM classes, Gizmos and Gadgets:

  •  75% of girls reported thinking that science is fun

  •  100% of girls reported that they can do science

  •  100% of girls identified three careers that involve science

Additionally, our pre- and post-test outcome measurement shows the improvement 
that occurs in girls' knowledge from the beginning of the class to the end of the 
class. In the 2012-2013 after school program, the average percent change from pre- 
to post-test evaluation was 84%. What this reveals is that on average, our girls are 
dramatically increasing their knowledge, skills, and/or attitudes and Girls Inc. of 
Greater Santa Barbara is having a strong, positive impact.

proGram evaluations

❤

✰  be themselves and  
resist gender stereotypes

✰  express themselves with  
originality and enthusiasm

✰  take risks, strive freely, and  
take pride in success

✰ accept and appreciate their bodies

✰  have confidence in themselves  
and be safe in the world

✰  prepare for interesting work  
and economic independence



make a 
difference

patron $100,000 +  
    All Luminary benefits     •  Special experience with Girls Inc. Girls

luminary $50,000 to $99,999 
    All Benefactor benefits plus     •  Recognition on Girls Inc. of GSB Donor Wall 

benefactor $25,000 to $49,999 
    All Champion benefits plus      •  Personalized gift created by Girls Inc. girls 

•   Private lunch with Girls Inc. of GSB  
Executive Director & Board President

champion $10,000 to $24,999  
    All Hero benefits plus      •  Empowerment Circle Strategy Breakfast 

  •  Recognition in Girls Inc. of GSB printed materials 
  •  Priority seating at Girls Inc. of GSB events

hero $5,000 to $9,999  
    All Advocate benefits plus     •  Recognition on Donor Appreciation Boards 

•  Early notification of Girls Inc. of GSB events

advocate $2,500 to $4,999 
    All Partner benefits plus    •   Invitation to an Empowerment Circle  

appreciation event

partner $1,000 to $2,499 
    All Ally benefits plus     •  Recognition on Girls Inc. of GSB website

ally $500 to $999      •  Recognition in Girls Inc. of GSB annual report

 

you are InVIted to haVe a dIrect Impact on gIrls’ lIVes  
by makIng a donatIon to gIrls Incorporated of gsb.

Your financial contribution will help 
ensure that Girls Incorporated of Greater 
Santa Barbara continues to inspire 
girls to dream of luminous futures and 
empowers them to make those dreams 
come true. 

For an annual campaign pledge form, 
information on making a tax-wise 
planned gift, or to learn about including 
Girls Inc. of Greater Santa Barbara in 
your will, please visit www.girlsincsb.org 
or call (805) 963-4757 x 19.

Gifts of all amounts are greatly needed 
and appreciated. Girls Incorporated  
of Greater Santa Barbara is an  
IRS-designated 501(c)(3) organization. 
Contributions are fully tax-deductible to 
the extent allowed by law.

❤

❤

With heartfelt appreciation for the time and 
expertise given in support of Girls Inc. of GSB 
facilities, we would like to thank: Joe Bailey, 
Retired Principal of Bailey Construction; 
Mark Braun, Braun & Associates, Inc.; 
Michael Hamilton, Penfield and Smith;  
Detlev Peikert, Peikert + rrdesigngroup; and 
Lisa Plowman, Peikert + rrmdesigngroup.
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Girls’ empowerment circle 2014 membership levels
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patron circle 
$100,000 +
In memory of Doris Mithun 
Susan Trescher Trust

luminary circle 
$50,000 to $99,999
Anonymous 
Connie & Richard Kennelly
Alice Tweed Tuohy Foundation

benefactor circle 
$25,000 to $49,999
City of Santa Barbara
Ginni & Chad Dreier
Stina Hans & Joel Kreiner 
Hutton Parker Foundation
Connie & John Pearcy
The Walter J. & Holly O. 
    Thomson Foundation
Wood-Claeyssens Foundation
Yardi Systems, Inc.

champion circle 
$10,000 to $24,999
Cheeryble Foundation
Deckers Outdoor Corporation
Molly W. Dolle
Perri Harcourt
George Frederick 
    Jewett Foundation
LA 84 Foundation
Rita & Doug Otto
George B. Page Foundation
The Santa Barbara Foundation
Diane & Selby Sullivan
Towbes Foundation
VENOCO, LLC
Volentine Family Foundation

hero circle 
$5,000 to $9,999
The Allergan Foundation
Bank of America Foundation
Carol Burnett
Change Happens Foundation
Exxon Mobile Foundation
Wells Fargo
Hexberg Family Foundation
Ann Jackson Family Foundation
Karen Lehrer
Medtronic Foundation
Mary Meehan
Montecito Bank and Trust
Northern Trust, NA
June G. Outhwaite 
    Charitable Trust
Angie Redding
Maryan & Richard Schall
Jean Schuler
Bui & Herb Simon

Stone Family Foundation
Christi R. Sulzbach
Caroline & Steve Thompson
Melanie Trent
United Way of SB County
Carol & Tom Wathen

advocate circle 
$2,500 to $4,999
Anonymous 
Marjorie and Joe Bailey
Paige Beard
Patty & Robert E. Bryant
Trudi G. Carey
Sarah and Roger Chrisman
Deanna & James Dehlsen
Carla Dobbs
Maryann Edgecomb
Nancy & Bob Failing
Marilyn Gevirtz
Barbara & Charles Greene
Mary & Doug Hampson
Diane & Donald Jackson
Hollye & Jeffrey Jacobs
Pat Jones
Christy Kelso
Brian Lloyd
Betsy & Robert Manger
Michele Neely Saltoun
Sandi & Bill Nicholson
Santa Barbara Polo & 
    Racquet Club
She.Is.Beautiful
Sarah Stokes
Melody Taft

partner circle 
$1,000 to $2,499
Lynne Andujar
Anonymous
Anonymous
Margo & Jeffrey Barbakow
Belmond (El Encanto)
Marlys & Ron Boehm
Kevin Bourke
BP Foundation
Henry W. Bull Foundation
Jeannie Burford
Meg & Dan Burnham
Annette & Richard Caleel
Vikki Cavalletto
Marjorie Chaney
Chronicle Family Offices
City of Goleta
The Condon Family Foundation
Cox Communications
Geri & Lue D. Cramblit
Fidelity Investments

2013 Girls’ empowerment circle donors
Marilyn & Manny Flekman
Goleta Lions Charities Foundation
Margaret Halvorson
William H. Hannon Foundation
Katie & David Hay
Jody Dolan Holehouse
Santa Barbara Home 
    Improvement Center
Rita & Henry Hortenstine
Hazel Heath Horton 
    Philanthropic Trust
Mary Howe-Grant, PhD
Tracy & Stuart Jenkins
Hayley and Doug Jessup
Leticia & Richard Jimenez
June Kjaempe
Doreen Ladin
Dorothy Lingle
Linda Sloan Locker
Lundegard Family Fund
Diana MacFarlane
Mary Ellen & Dan McCammon
Kathleen & Michael McCarthy
Jennifer Melton
Kathleen & Bruce Micheel
Eileen Mielko
Shirley & Laurence K. Miller
Mary & Kendall A. Mills
Arlene Montesano
Betsy & James Munroe, Jr.
Kristi Newton
The Pacer Foundation
Amie Parrish
Lynn B. Pearl
Anna & Michael Probstel
Jean Reiche
Connie & Jeff Rishwain
The Roberts Brothers Foundation
Lois Rosen
Roe & Richard Sanders
Lynn Scarlett
Rhonda L. Sheakley
Diane Sheldon
Stephanie and Fred Shuman
Hilary Sims
Monica Spear
Sudi Staub
Connie Stein
Anne & Michael Towbes
Stephanie & Ronald Ungerer
Rev. Ivano Paolo Vit
Marlene Vitanza
Molly Vowels
Carolyn & Philip Wyatt
Sheila & Jim Zimmerman

ally circle 
$500 to $999
Barbara & Stephen Abbott
Alamar Capital Management
Michelle Apodaca
Sally & Richard Arnold
Elisa Atwill
Bernadette Bagley
Joan Bowman
Cindy Brittain
Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck
California Pizza Kitchen
Camp Canine, Inc.
Christina R. Campbell
Susan & Dennis Chiavelli
Chicago Title Company
Susan Conger
Phyllis Cox
Nancy & Thomas Crawford, Jr.
Katherine Dunlap
Robyn & Leonard Freedman
Anna Freidell
Dolly Granatelli
Nikki Greene
Peggy & Simon Hodson
Patricia Kaneb
Elizabeth Kilb
Christy Kolva
Teri & Ken Lebow 
Nancy Lessner & Paul F. Glenn
Charlene Marie
Susan Matsumoto
Janet & John McCann
McDonald's
McGowan Guntermann
Bruce McRoy
Daniel Moll
Phyllis Mozilo
Laurie Recordon
Charlotte Richardson
Rose & James Robbins
Monica Robles
Nancy Schlosser
Leslie Cane Schneiderman
Jean Schuyler
Mary Sue & Ray Seider
M. Greg Stathakis
Swoosh Basketball
Susanne Tobey
Union Bank
Marlene & Robert Veloz
Carol Voorhis
Leesa Wilson-Goldmuntz

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of our donor & volunteer information.  
If you have an update or correction, please contact Shannon Kelly at skelly@girlsincsb.org or (805) 963-4757 x 19

you are InVIted to haVe a dIrect Impact on gIrls’ lIVes  
by makIng a donatIon to gIrls Incorporated of gsb.
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Girls Incorporated  
of Greater Santa Barbara

P.O. Box 236 
Santa Barbara, CA  93102

805-963-4757 
info@girlsincsb.org
www.girlsincsb.org

Girls Inc. of Greater Santa Barbara is dedicated to providing life-changing educational programs 
to young girls in a safe, happy, and supportive environment. Our trained professional staff delivers 

curriculum to over 1,200 girls each year ensuring they develop life skills, self-confidence, and the tools  
to make smart choices. For over 55 years, our award-winning programs have been  

inspiring girls in our community to be strong, smart, and bold.


